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Before the wedding choose your coverage type, either unlimited or hourly 
coverage. The coverage is contracted, and payment for the coverage is split 
between the signing of the contract and the day of the event.  After the event 
you can choose which Edit Option(s) you'd like. Payment for your chosen Edit
Option is due at the commencement of editing. To reserve your coverage, just
 request a contract.  Full details here: www.weddingfilms.com/faq.html

Unlimited event-day coverage...$1695
 A full day of professional, discreet, multi-camera, high definition coverage
  by company owner Joel Peregrine, with over 25 years of event coverage 
  experience. Multiple wireless audio recorders are placed for clear vows
 readings, speeches, toasts and music. 
 Includes All Unedited Content: All of the original, unedited movie and
  audio recorder files on either a USB Flash Drive or a USB hard drive plus
  a DVD/Bluray set with full editing and duplication rights.

Hourly Coverage...$200 per hour
 Identical to Unlimited Coverage, but per hour and does not include the
  Unedited Content. There is a 4 hour minimum and hours are consecutive. 

Same-Day Edit...$1000 (in addition to a coverage option)
 Highlights from the wedding day projected at the reception for all your
 guests and family to experience. Includes HD projector, 10ft screen, audio
  amplification and set-up. Delivered online for viewing/download, on a USB
 Flash Drive and 3 DVD/Bluray sets.

All Captured Content...$300
 All of the original movie and audio recorder files on a USB Flash
 Drive or USB hard drive and 1 DVD/Bluray set.

Highlights...$750
 Share your wedding with family and friends right after the event with a
  5-7 minute cinematic highlights featuring the best moments of the day.
 Delivered online in HD for viewing/download.

Documentary...$1000
 See it all! All captured moments lightly edited using all the angles and
  audio sources. The perfect companion for the Same-Day Edit, Highlights or
 Featurettte. Delivered on a USB Flash Drive and 3 DVD/Bluray sets.

Featurette...$1350
 Dynamic and emotional storytelling. The spoken words of the day
  cinematically combined with the most memorable moments and 3-4
  songs. Typically 12-15 minutes in length. Delivered online in HD for
  `viewing/download, on a USB Flash Drive and 3 DVD/Bluray sets.

Wedding Films            414-964-9414             www.weddingfilms.com
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